Abstract: Software-defined networking (SDN) enables the network virtualization through SDN hypervisors to share the underlying physical SDN network among multiple logically isolated virtual SDN networks (vSDNs), each with its own controller. The vSDN embedding, which refers to mapping a number of vSDNs to the same substrate SDN network, is a key problem in the SDN virtualization environment. However, due to the distinctions of the SDN, such as the logically centralized controller and different virtualization technologies, most of the existing embedding algorithms cannot be applied directly to SDN virtualization. In this paper, we consider controller placement and virtual network embedding as a joint vSDN embedding problem, and formulate it into an integer linear programming with objectives of minimizing the embedding cost and the controller-to-switch delay for each vSDN. Moreover, we propose a novel online vSDN embedding algorithm called CO-vSDNE, which consists of a node mapping stage and a link mapping stage. In the node mapping stage, CO-vSDNE maps the controller and the virtual nodes to the substrate nodes on the basis of the controller-to-switch delay and takes into account the subsequent link mapping at the same time. In the link mapping stage, CO-vSDNE adopts the k-shortest path algorithm to map the virtual links. The evaluation results with simulation and Mininet emulation show that the proposed CO-vSDNE not only significantly increases the long-term revenue to the cost ratio and acceptance ratio while guaranteeing low average and maximum controller-to-switch delay, but also achieves good vSDN performance in terms of end-to-end delay and throughput.
Introduction
Software-defined networking (SDN) has emerged as a promising technology for network programmability and experiments. The main ideas of SDN include separation of the control plane from the data plane, a logically centralized controller managing the data plane, and a uniform southbound interface, e.g., OpenFlow (McKeown et al., 2008) , between the control plane and the data plane. With such a decoupled network architecture, SDN can significantly simplify network management and enable network innovations. Network virtualization has been proposed as a fundamental ingredient of the future Internet paradigm, which abstracts the physical substrate network (SN) and allows multiple heterogeneous virtual networks (VNs) to coexist on the SN (Khan et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013) . Each VN is a collection of virtual nodes connected by virtual links hosted on the physical SN. Moreover, multiple VNs are isolated from each other and can provide end-to-end services for end users. The virtualization of SDN networks promises to use the merits of SDN and network virtualization, and has therefore gained considerable attention from both industry and academia in recent years.
The key component for the virtualization of SDN networks is the SDN hypervisor, which abstracts the physical SDN network into multiple isolated slices (VNs) for multiple tenants. Each slice is managed by its respective controller and can be operated independently by different tenants. Generally, existing hypervisors can be classified into two categories (Blenk et al., 2016) : the centralized hypervisor that consists of a single central entity, e.g., FlowVisor (Sherwood et al., 2010) , Advisor (Salvadori et al., 2011) , and VerTIGO (Corin et al., 2012) , and the distributed hypervisor that consists of several distributed virtualization functions, e.g., AutoSlice (Bozakov and Papadimitriou, 2012) , FlowN (Drutskoy et al., 2013) , and NVP (Koponen et al., 2014) . In this study, we assume FlowVisor as the hypervisor for the virtualization of SDN networks as it is well-documented, more established, and widely used in experimental environments.
FlowVisor is a special-purpose OpenFlow controller for virtualizing and sharing SDN networks, and it sits between the control and data planes acting as the network virtualization layer. With FlowVisor, the physical SDN network is sliced in terms of switch CPU, link bandwidth, and flow tables (Sherwood et al., 2010) . Each slice with an OpenFlow controller has its own view of virtual topology that is specified as a list of network nodes (switches) and links. Moreover, with FlowVisor in the middle that works in a transparent manner, all OpenFlow messages between slice controllers and slice switches are intercepted and rewritten according to the slice policies that define the network resources and the slice controller allocated to each slice.
The virtualization of a given physical SDN network through FlowVisor allows multiple tenants to run distinct applications on their own slices. We can consider a slice (VN) along with its corresponding controller as a virtual SDN network (vSDN). Since multiple vSDNs share the same physical SDN network with finite resources, it is crucial to efficiently assign physical network resources to vSDN requests that specify the resource requirements, which is also known as the VN embedding problem (Fischer et al., 2013) in a network virtualization environment. As one of the main challenges in network virtualization, VN embedding is known to be NP-hard (Andersen, 2002 ) and a number of heuristic approaches have been proposed by researchers. However, because of the distinctions brought by SDN, most of the existing embedding algorithms cannot be directly applied to the SDN virtualization environment. In particular, since each vSDN on a physical SDN network has its own controller, the controller placement problem (Heller et al., 2012) should be addressed when performing VN embedding. Such a problem aims to find the optimal switch location in the physical SDN network for collocating the controller to minimize the controller-to-switch delay. As a result, the controller can communicate effectively with all the switches in the same vSDN. Moreover, the differences between virtualization technology in the SDN network environment, especially resource sharing (Sherwood et al., 2010) , and that in traditional networks require modifications to existing VN embedding approaches.
In this paper, we focus on the mapping techniques in virtualized SDN networks to address the challenges brought by SDN. In contrast to previous work, we consider controller placement and VN embedding as a joint vSDN embedding problem for the first time, and formulate it into a multi-objective integer linear programming (ILP) to optimize the controller-to-switch delay and the mapping cost. Due to the NP-hard nature of the ILP, we then design a novel online vSDN embedding algorithm called 'CO-vSDNE' to solve this formulation. CO-vSDNE consists of two stages: (1) the node mapping stage in which controller placement and virtual node mapping are tackled, and (2) the link mapping stage. In the node mapping stage, we first attach the controller to the substrate node with the largest controller location selection factor (CLSF), which exploits the delay information of the entire network and pre-considers the subsequent virtual node and link mapping to obtain high revenue and low controller-to-switch delay. Then we construct the virtual node mapping tree (VNMT) for each vSDN according to the resources they required, and adopt the breadth first search (BFS) strategy to map virtual nodes onto the substrate nodes with the largest node ranking (NR) value, which measures the substrate node with the local resource, controller-to-switch delay, and the number of hops of substrate paths. In the link mapping stage, we map the virtual control links (controller-to-switch connections) and the virtual links using the k-shortest path algorithm. CO-vSDNE combines controller placement with VN embedding and introduces better coordination among controller placement, virtual node mapping, and link mapping, which enables more efficient resource utilization while guaranteeing lower controller-to-switch delay. Note that we use 'embedding' and 'mapping' interchangeably throughout this paper.
This paper presents the following major contributions:
1. To the best of our knowledge, we make the first attempt to study the online vSDN embedding problem with coordination.
2. We formulate the problem into a multiobjective ILP and design a heuristic algorithm called CO-vSDNE to minimize the controller-to-switch delay and mapping cost.
3. We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate CO-vSDNE in terms of delay, cost, revenue, throughput, etc., which demonstrates the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed algorithm.
Related work
The VN embedding problem refers to the mapping of VN requests to specific physical nodes and paths in the SN. Due to the multiple constraints on virtual nodes and links, VN embedding has been shown to be NP-hard. Generally, VN embedding consists of two stages: virtual node mapping where virtual nodes are mapped to substrate nodes in a one-to-one manner while satisfying resource requirements of virtual nodes, and virtual link mapping where virtual links are mapped to loop-free substrate paths while satisfying the resource requirements of virtual links.
Most previous work focuses on the general embedding problem in traditional networks, and has proposed different VN embedding algorithms with specific objectives or constraints. Cheng et al. (2011) considered the resources and topological attributes of nodes together, and proposed an efficient embedding algorithm through topology-aware node ranking. Di et al. (2014) presented a reliable heuristic VN embedding algorithm for efficient bandwidth sharing by using the cross and backup sharing scheme. Liu et al. (2015) focused on security-aware VN embedding, and proposed two heuristic algorithms based on the models of security demands in network virtualization. Su et al. (2014) considered the energy factor in performing VN embedding. They formulated the energy consumption models and proposed two energy-aware VN embedding algorithms. However, the distinctions of the SDN environment, such as the logically centralized controller and the different virtualization technologies, call for novel VN embedding algorithms.
There also exist a few studies that focus on VN embedding in SDN networks. Wang et al. (2014) studied the survivable VN embedding in virtualized SDN. They exploited optimal backup topology to survive a single link failure and proposed a survivable VN embedding algorithm. Mijumbi et al. (2014) studied the dynamic resource management in SDN-based virtualized networks. Zhou et al. (2014) proposed a multi-domain VN embedding mechanism for SDN to improve the scalability in performance. However, the aforementioned work on VN embedding in SDN networks considered neither the controller placement problem nor flow entry resource allocation in node mapping. They are similar to traditional VN embedding approaches and not applicable to the SDN virtualization environment.
The controller placement problem aims to find the best switch location to attach the controller directly, such that the control message delays from the controller to the switches are minimized. Such a problem was not widely studied in academia community. In particular, Heller et al. (2012) adopted the average and maximize delays between the controller and the switches as the performance metrics, and evaluated hundreds of existing network topologies through extensive simulations to find the optimal controller location in SDN networks. Hu et al. (2013) considered the reliability of the control traffic path and proposed four different controller placement algorithms for SDN networks. In this study, we combine controller placement with VN embedding for mapping online vSDN requests to the physical SDN network. Specifically, we introduce the coordination among controller placement, virtual node mapping, and link mapping, which helps increase the utilization of physical network resources while keeping low controller-to-switch delay. Different from previous work (Demirci and Ammar, 2014) which performed the above-mentioned three stages in a sequential and uncoordinated manner, our work mends this gap.
System model
To design the mapping of vSDN in the SDN virtualization environment, in this section we first describe the architecture of SDN virtualization, and then provide the network model.
SDN virtualization architecture
Indicated by McKeown et al. (2008) , a typical architecture of the SDN network consists of a logically centralized controller and multiple OpenFlow (OF) switches (Fig. 1) . The OF switches in the data plane communicate with the controller in the control plane via a southbound interface, i.e., OpenFlow. Moreover, the controller is responsible for assigning forwarding flow rules to switches and managing the entire network. In this study, we assume that controller-to-switch connections are deployed in in-band mode where each control path uses the existing link connections between switches in the data plane, which is more practical and cost-favorable. The architecture of SDN virtualization using FlowVisor is shown in Fig. 2 . With the FlowVisor layer injected between the control plane and the data plane, multiple vSDNs can coexist on a shared underlying physical SDN infrastructure and are isolated from each other. Each vSDN consists of a managing controller and a virtual network which is composed of a set of virtual switch nodes and virtual links. A virtual switch node is hosted on a particular physical node, and a virtual link spans over a path in the underlying physical SDN network. Moreover, since the control traffic in vSDNs is operated in in-band mode, the controller in each vSDN is placed at the same location as any switch in a physical SDN infrastructure, and each controller-to-switch connection is viewed as a virtual control link that also spans over a path in the underlying physical SDN network.
Network model
We take the underlying physical SDN infrastructure in Fig. 2 as the SN and model it by a weighted undirected network graph G S =(N S , L S ), where N S refers to the substrate node (OF switch) set with a total number of |N S | nodes and L S the substrate link set with a total number of |L S | links. Since FlowVisor slices the SN in terms of multiple dimensions (Sherwood et al., 2010) , in this study we take the typical available switch CPU capacity and the available ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM) capacity as node attributes, and the available bandwidth and delay as link attributes, where switch CPU is used for communication message processing and TCAM for flow table processing. In addition, we denote P S as the set of loop-free substrate paths in the SN.
Generally, a vSDN request specifies a tenant's requirements including the topology of the VN, virtual node resources, virtual link resources, etc. Similarly, we model the VN of a vSDN request as a weighted undirected network graph where N V refers to the set of virtual nodes with a total number of |N V | nodes and L V the set of virtual links with a total number of |L V | links. We express the requirements on virtual nodes and links in terms of the attributes of nodes and links in the SN. We also denote the managing controller of a vSDN request by n c and the set of virtual control links by L C . For each virtual control link l cv L C , we also consider that it requires a certain amount of bandwidth from the substrate path to which l cv is mapped, to avoid control traffic congestion.
Multi-objective optimization for joint VN embedding and the controller placement problem
When a vSDN request arrives, the SN should allocate resources to that request according to its requirements. The vSDN request will be rejected or postponed when there are not enough substrate resources available. When the vSDN request expires, the allocated substrate resources are released. The mapping of a vSDN request to the SN can be decomposed into two major components, i.e., VN embedding and controller placement. In the following, we explain each component in detail and formulate the joint VN embedding and controller placement problem as a multi-objective ILP.
VN embedding
The VN embedding for a vSDN request is defined as a mapping M from G V to a subset of G S , such that the resource requirements of virtual nodes and links are satisfied, i.e., R represent the resources of substrate nodes and links allocated to the vSDN request, respectively. As mentioned in Section 2, VN embedding can be generally decomposed into the virtual node mapping stage and the virtual link mapping stage.
Virtual node mapping
The virtual node mapping selects suitable substrate nodes to host virtual nodes in the VN such that constraints on virtual nodes are satisfied. We define it as a mapping N V
Since each substrate node has finite CPU and TCAM capacity, the required resources of a virtual node must not exceed the available resources of the corresponding mapped substrate node. Let CPU(n s ) and TCAM(n s ) denote the amount of available CPU and TCAM capacity of substrate node n s N S , respectively, and CPU(n v ) and TCAM(n v ) denote the amount of required CPU and TCAM capacity of virtual node n v N V , respectively. Therefore, the capacity constraints for virtual node mapping are formulated as
where i j x {0, 1} is a binary variable indicating the mapping between a virtual node and a substrate node (i.e.,
i j x =1 if virtual node n i is mapped to substrate node n j , and 0 otherwise). In virtual node mapping, each virtual node in the same VN is mapped to a different substrate node, and the corresponding constraints can be formulated as
Eq. (3) ensures that each virtual node is mapped to just one substrate node, and Eq. (4) ensures that virtual nodes from the same vSDN request are mapped to different substrate nodes.
Virtual link mapping
In virtual link mapping, we assume that the SN supports only the unsplittable flow, and each virtual link is mapped to a substrate path between the corresponding substrate nodes that host the end virtual nodes of that link. Thus, virtual link mapping can also be defined as a mapping L V 
where uv ij f {0, 1} is a binary variable indicating the mapping between a virtual link and a substrate link (i.e., uv ij f =1 if the substrate path to which virtual link l uv is mapped goes through the substrate link l ij , and 0 otherwise). In addition, the connectivity constraints for virtual link mapping, which ensure that substrate links can be connected as a path to host a virtual link, are provided as
Objectives
Similar to previous work (Cheng et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012; Ding et al., 2015) , we consider the long-term average revenue, long-term average cost, and long-term revenue to cost (R/C) ratio as the VN embedding objectives.
The revenue of embedding a VN G V at time t refers to the total resources it demands, which can be formulated as
The cost of embedding a VN G V at time t is the total substrate resources allocated to that VN, which can be formulated as
Therefore, the long-term average revenue is defined as
The long-term average cost is defined as
The long-term R/C ratio is defined as
We can see that the R/C ratio refers to the resource utilization of the SN. The larger the R/C is, the higher the utilization of substrate resources is, and the more efficient the embedding algorithm is.
Controller placement
The controller placement problem in in-band mode aims to find the optimal switch node location in the SN to which the controller of the vSDN is attached, such that the average controller-to-switch delay can be minimized. Let Each virtual control link l cv L C in a vSDN request is mapped to a substrate path between the substrate node where controller n c is collocated and the substrate node that hosts virtual node n v . Let BW(l cv ) denote the required bandwidth capacity of l cv . The corresponding capacity constraint for virtual control link mapping is formulated as 
Let D(l ij ) denote the traffic delay of substrate link l ij L S . Inspired by Heller et al. (2012) , we define the average controller-to-switch delay D for a vSDN request as the ratio between the total delay of substrate links that virtual control links go over and the number of virtual control links, which is formulated as
where |L C | denotes the total number of virtual control links in L C . Note that the switch node to which the controller is directly attached can send its control messages without going through the SN.
Formulation of joint VN embedding and the controller placement problem
The formal definition of the vSDN embedding problem for joint VN embedding and controller placement in virtualized SDN networks is stated as follows. Given a substrate SDN network modeled by G S =(N S , L S ), a vSDN request with a VN modeled by
, a managing controller n c , a set of controller-to-switch connections L C , and the corresponding resource requirements, map the vSDN request to the SN in a way that will: (1) satisfy the resource requirements of virtual nodes, virtual links, and controller-to-switch connections, (2) minimize the cost of embedding the VN for this vSDN request, and (3) minimize the average controller-to-switch delay for this vSDN request. Therefore, with the aforementioned respective formulations for VN embedding and controller placement, we formulate the vSDN embedding problem into a multi-objective ILP:
1. Objective:
2. Capacity constraints:
3. Connectivity constraints:
4. Variable constraints:
S , :
Heuristic algorithm design
Solving an ILP is known to be NP-hard (Schrijver, 1998) . Although exact algorithms (e.g., branch and bound, cutting plane) can achieve optimal results, they may incur exponentially increasing running time. As a result, they cannot scale to solve large vSDN embedding problems. In this section, we propose a novel heuristic vSDN embedding algorithm, called 'CO-vSDNE', to achieve the trade-off between embedding performance and time complexity. More specifically, CO-vSDNE performs vSDN embedding in a way that minimizes both mapping cost and controller-to-switch delay while guaranteeing proper computing time. By treating the controller of a vSDN as a special virtual node and controller-to-switch connections as special virtual links, CO-vSDNE is presented as a two-stage algorithm: the node mapping stage that handles controller node mapping and virtual node mapping, and the link mapping stage that handles virtual control link mapping and virtual link mapping.
Node mapping
In this stage, we first perform controller node mapping, and then virtual node mapping.
Controller node mapping
We have two goals to achieve in this mapping. First, we want to minimize the controller-to-switch delay by selecting the optimal substrate switch location to collocate the controller. Second, as controller node mapping affects the following virtual node mapping and link mapping, we want to perform it in a way that facilitates the subsequent mapping steps.
Towards the above two goals, in our algorithm, we attach the controller node to the substrate node with the largest controller location selection factor (CLSF). The CLSF of substrate node n i is defined as
where bw(n i , n j ) is the available bandwidth along the shortest path from n i to n j , described as the minimum bandwidth along this shortest path, and delay(n i , n j ) is the traffic delay from n i to n j , which is calculated by the total delay along the shortest path from n i to n j . Since virtual node mapping is not performed, we need to attach the controller node to the substrate node with the lowest average delay to all other substrate nodes, such that the average controller-toswitch delay can be minimized. Thus, CLSF considers the average delay from a node to all the others in the SN. Meanwhile, CLSF takes the available resource of substrate nodes and the bandwidth of substrate links into consideration, which can make subsequent virtual node mapping and link mapping easier, and increase the probability of accepting the vSDN requests.
Virtual node mapping
In this mapping stage, the goal is to find a substrate node to host each virtual node while minimizing the delay to the controller, and satisfying their node constraints in terms of CPU and TCAM requirements. As virtual node mapping affects subsequent link mapping, we also need to pre-consider link mapping in this virtual node mapping stage.
In our algorithm, we first sort the virtual nodes according to their required resource in descending order. The required resource of a virtual node n v is defined as
where L(n v ) is the set of adjacent links that connect directly to virtual node n v , and BW(l v ) denotes the required bandwidth resource of virtual link l v . The larger the H value of node n v is, the more the resources it demands, and thus it is more difficult to map due to the limitation of resources in the SN. Then, we construct the virtual node mapping tree (VNMT) for the VN in a vSDN request, which can effectively decrease the number of hops of substrate paths to which virtual links are mapped. VNMT is a mapping tree constructed according to the H values of virtual nodes and the topology of VN. Specifically, the construction of the VNMT works as follows. For a given VN, we first select the virtual node with the largest H value as the root node. Then those virtual nodes that connect directly to the root by virtual links become its children from left to right according to descending order of their H values. Other virtual nodes in VN are constructed recursively in a similar way.
After constructing VNMT, CO-vSDNE adopts the breadth first search (BFS) strategy to map the virtual nodes. For the root node of VNMT, CO-vSDNE maps it to the substrate node with the largest H value, which represents the available resources of a substrate node. For the other virtual nodes, CO-vSDNE maps them to substrate nodes with the largest NR, which is a metric for selecting the substrate nodes in the virtual node mapping stage (see Eq. (31)). In particular, when we map a virtual node n v , we first build a set of candidate substrate nodes Ω(n v ) for n v , which consists of substrate nodes that are unmapped with any other node in the same vSDN request, and whose available node resources can satisfy the requirements of n v , i.e.,
Then we map virtual node n v to candidate substrate node n s with the largest NR value, which is defined as
where H(n s ) denotes the available resources of substrate node n s and is calculated by Eq. (29), M N (n c ) denotes the substrate node to which controller n c is attached, delay(M N (n c ), n s ) denotes the control message delay from M N (n c ) to n s in the SN. f(n v ) denotes the father node of n v in VNMT, M N (f(n v )) denotes the substrate node to which f(n v ) is mapped, and hops(M N (f(n v )), n s ) denotes the number of hops for the shortest path from f(n v ) to n s in the SN. The substrate node's NR is proportional to its H value, and inversely proportional to delay(M N (n c ), n s ) and hops(M N (f(n v )), n s ). The reasons why we take NR as the node selection metric are as follows: (1) The substrate node with a larger H value indicates that the node's available resource is richer, and selecting the substrate node with a larger H value helps balance the stress on substrate nodes; (2) Mapping the virtual node to the substrate node with low delay(M N (n c ), n s ) can reduce the controller-to-switch delay; (3) As the virtual node f(n v ) has been mapped to the SN, if hops(M N (f(n v )), n s ) is too large, the cost of mapping the virtual link between n v and f(n v ) will be too large according to Eq. (8), resulting in low resource utilization of the SN. Therefore, based on VNMT and NR, the virtual node mapping algorithm can keep the mapped substrate nodes connected closely to each other, and is favorable for the following link mapping. Algorithm 1 shows the details of the node mapping algorithm.
Link mapping
In the link mapping stage, similar to the previous work (Cheng et al., 2011; Li et al., 2014) , CO-vSDNE adopts the k-shortest path algorithm (Eppstein, 1998) to map each virtual link to a substrate path between the corresponding substrate nodes that host the end nodes of that virtual link (Algorithm 2). Since different substrate paths to which virtual links are mapped may share the same substrate links and compete for their limited bandwidth resources, it may be difficult or even impossible to map virtual links with large bandwidth requirements due to the limitation of bandwidth resources in the SN. Therefore, virtual links with large required bandwidth should be mapped in priority. Specifically, to map a virtual control link l cv L C , the link mapping algorithm searches the k-shortest paths by increasing k, and stops the search if it finds a set of paths that have the same number of hops and satisfy the bandwidth constraint of l cv . We then map l cv to the substrate path with the lowest delay in this set. For each virtual link l uv L V , we also adopt the k-shortest path algorithm to map virtual links to substrate paths.
Algorithm 1 Node mapping
Input: G S =(N S , L S ), G V =(N V , L V ),
CO-vSDNE algorithm
In a realistic SDN virtualization scenario, vSDN requests may not always arrive one by one in regular intervals. The scenario that multiple vSDN requests arrive at the same time may occur. Thus, to be applied in a real-time scenario, our vSDN embedding algorithm is designed to be executed once in every constant time interval. This time interval depends on the permissible waiting periods of incoming vSDN requests and the processing time of the embedding work.
The detailed procedure of CO-vSDNE is shown in Algorithm 3. The node ranks for CLSF, H, and NR can be computed in polynomial time in terms of |G S | and |G V |, and the link mapping algorithm can also be finished in polynomial time in terms of |G S |, |G V |, |L C |, and k. Thus, CO-vSDNE is a polynomial-time algorithm.
Performance evaluation
In this section, we first evaluate our proposed vSDN embedding algorithm in terms of controllerto-switch delay, R/C ratio, and acceptance ratio with extensive simulations. Then, to gain insights into how our proposed algorithm is influencing vSDN performance, we focus on the advantages of our algorithm in terms of end-to-end delay and throughput with Mininet (Lantz et al., 2010) emulation. 
Algorithm 2 Link mapping
Input: G S =(N S , L S ), G V =(N V , L V ), n c , L C ,
Simulation environment
Similar to most previous work, we use the GT-ITM tool (Zegura et al., 1996) to generate topologies of the SN and vSDN requests. The SN is configured with 100 nodes, and each pair of substrate nodes is randomly connected with a probability of 0.5. For each substrate node, the capacities of available CPU and TCAM resources are uniformly distributed between 50 and 100, respectively. For each substrate link, the delay follows a uniform distribution ranging from 5 to 20 ms, and the capacity of available bandwidth resource is also uniformly distributed between 50 and 100.
We varied the scales of vSDN requests in small, regular, and large sizes; specifically, the number of virtual nodes is uniformly distributed between 2 and 10, 10 and 20, 20 and 50, respectively. For each vSDN request of different scales, the virtual link connectivity rate of the virtual node pair is set to 0.5, and each virtual node is connected directly to the controller node by a virtual control link. All of the quality-ofservice (QoS) requirements (i.e., CPU, TCAM, and bandwidth) of virtual nodes, virtual control links, and virtual links are real numbers uniformly distributed between 0 and 50. Moreover, similar to most previous work on VN embedding, we assume that the arrival of vSDN requests follows the Poisson process with an average arrival rate of 5 vSDN requests per 100 time units, and each vSDN request has an exponentially distributed lifetime with an average of 1000 time units.
As controller-to-switch delay and the mapping cost are the two objects of CO-vSDNE optimization, we use the following metrics to evaluate our algorithm: (1) the long-term average (maximum) controller-to-switch delay, which is defined as the ratio between the total average (maximum) controller-to-switch delay for each vSDN that has been mapped successfully and the number of successfully mapped vSDNs in the long run, (2) the long-term R/C ratio according to Eq. (11), and (3) the acceptance ratio of vSDN requests, defined as the ratio between the number of vSDN requests mapped successfully to the number of total arrival vSDN requests. As there are no existing algorithms that tackle the online vSDN embedding problem, we compare CO-vSDNE with its two simpler variations: the uncoordinated naive delay-minimizing vSDN embedding algorithm (DM-vSDNE) , and the pure cost-minimizing vSDN embedding algorithm (CM-vSDNE) ( Table 1) . We run our simulations under each condition for 50 000 time units to achieve a stable-state performance. Ten instances are performed for each simulation and the average values are recorded as the final result.
Simulation results

Comparison on regular-sized vSDN scale
We first investigate the performance of our CO-vSDNE algorithm in terms of long-term average and maximum controller-to-switch delays, the long-term R/C ratio, and the acceptance ratio. The simulations are performed on regular-sized vSDN scale. The comparison results are shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3a shows the long-term average controllerto-switch delay for all three vSDN embedding algorithms in stable state. It can be seen that CO-vSDNE produces very close delays to DM-vSDNE, even though CO-vSDNE is trying to minimize the mapping cost, and CM-vSDNE produces obviously higher delays. This is because CO-vSDNE considers attaching the controller to the substrate node with the lowest delay compared to all other substrate nodes in controller node mapping, which makes the following virtual node mapping easier and therefore obtains low delays. The long-term maximum controller-to-switch delays shown in Fig. 3b present a similar pattern: the maximum delays produced by CO-vSDNE and DM-vSDNE are close to each other, and the maximum delays produced by CM-vSDNE are higher as expected. Fig. 3c shows the long-term R/C ratio for all three vSDN embedding algorithms in stable state. It can be seen that the R/C ratio of CO-vSDNE is a little higher than that of CM-vSDNE and obviously higher than that of DM-vSDNE. This is because: (1) CO-vSDNE pre-considers the following mapping steps in controller node mapping, which facilitates the subsequent mappings; (2) according to the definition of the R/C ratio, the cost of mapping virtual links has significant effect on the R/C ratio. Thus, CO-vSDNE achieves a higher R/C ratio because it considers reducing the number of hops of substrate paths, and tries to map the virtual nodes to the substrate nodes nearby in the virtual node mapping stage, leading to a low cost of link mapping and higher R/C ratio. Fig. 3d shows the acceptance ratio for all three vSDN embedding algorithms in stable state. The acceptance ratio of our CO-vSDNE is larger than those of others. Moreover, the average acceptance ratio of CO-vSDNE is almost 0.887, which is the largest among all considered algorithms. This is because CO-vSDNE coordinates the two mapping stages by pre-considering link mapping in the node mapping stage. In addition, the higher R/C ratio obtained by CO-vSDNE indicates a higher resource utilization, which further leads to accepting more vSDN requests at finite SN resources.
Impact of vSDN scales on performance
To evaluate the impact of vSDN scales on the performance of our CO-vSDNE algorithm, we generate two more different-sized vSDN requirements mentioned in Section 6.1: small-sized vSDNs with the number of virtual nodes uniformly distributed between 2 and 10, and large-sized vSDNs with the number of virtual nodes distributed between 20 and 50. The comparison results among three algorithms are shown in Fig. 4 . From these results, we have the following observations. First, as the vSDN scale increases, all three algorithms maintain the same rank in terms of the long-term average and maximum controller-to-switch delays, the long-term R/C ratio, and the acceptance ratio. In addition, since CO-vSDNE coordinates node mapping and link mapping when embedding a vSDN request, it always obtains a larger value than DM-vSDNE in terms of the R/C ratio and the acceptance ratio, and a smaller value than CM-vSDNE in terms of average and maximum controllerto-switch delays. Second, as the vSDN scale increases, from Figs. 4a and 4b we can see that the long-term average and maximum controller-to-switch delays of CO-vSDNE and DM-vSDNE are close to each other, while the relative delays of CO-vSDNE to that of CM-vSDNE decline. Specifically, for small-sized vSDN requests, CO-vSDNE saves 62.5% average delay and 66.7% maximum delay than CM-vSDNE. However, for regular-sized vSDN requests, CO-vSDNE saves 56.2% average delay and 58.5% maximum delay than CM-vSDNE. When the vSDN scale expands to large sizes, the relative average delays drop to 26.7%, and the relative maximum delays drop to 35.5%.
Third, from Figs. 4c and 4d, which illustrate the long-term R/C ratio and the acceptance ratio, we can see that as the vSDN requests scale from small to large sizes, the R/C ratio and the acceptance ratio decrease for all three algorithms. This is because with the increasing scale of vSDN requests, they require more resources (i.e., CPU, TCAM, and bandwidth) when embedded to the SN. Thus, virtual links are more likely to be assigned to longer substrate paths and consume more resources due to the limitaion of bandwidth resources in the SN, leading to a decreasing R/C ratio. Besides, because of the increasing resource consumption in the SN by larger vSDN requests, the mapping of newly arriving vSDN requests may fail for lacking of substrate resources, resulting in a low acceptance ratio.
Fourth, as the vSDN scale increases, from Figs. 4c and 4d we can see that CO-vSDNE performs almost as well as CM-vSDNE in terms of the long-term R/C ratio and the acceptance ratio. The reasons are as follows: (1) Both CM-vSDNE and CO-vSDNE try to map virtual nodes to substrate nodes nearby in the virtual node mapping stage. As a result, the number of hops of substrate paths to which virtual links are mapped is reduced, leading to low cost of mapping virtual links and high R/C ratio. (2) CM-vSDNE places the controller of vSDN randomly, which might result in higher cost of mapping virtual control links and fewer available bandwidth resources for mapping virtual links compared with CO-vSDNE. However, since it maps virtual nodes according to NR without regard to delay, CM-vSDNE could reduce the number of hops of substrate paths to which virtual links might be mapped more effectively than CO-vSDNE in the virtual node mapping stage. (3) For small-sized vSDN requests, they consume fewer substrate resources when embedded to the SN, and thus the SN has enough resources for accepting more vSDN requests, leading to a high R/C ratio and a high acceptance ratio among all three algorithms. When the vSDN scale expands to a large size, the R/C ratio and acceptance ratio for all three algorithms become low due to high resource requirements of vSDN requests and the lack of substrate resources.
End-to-end delay and throughput emulation
For the evaluation of end-to-end delay and throughput, we use Mininet 2.2 to emulate the operation of an SDN with multiple vSDNs placed on it. Twenty different vSDNs are embedded on six SNs sliced using FlowVisor. We set the number of substrate nodes between 50 and 100 and the number of virtual nodes for each vSDN from 5 to 20. Other settings are the same as those in Section 6.1. The end-to-end delays are measured by 'ping', and the throughputs are measured by executing file transfer between each pair of nodes via the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) with the Iperf tool. We record the arithmetic means as the final results (Figs. 5 and 6 ). Fig. 5 shows the average end-to-end delays for all three vSDN embedding algorithms. It can be seen that CO-vSDNE performs considerably better than CM-vSDNE, offering an average delay reduction of 48.5% compared to CM-vSDNE. This is because CO-vSDNE considers the coordination between the controller placement and the following mapping steps, and tries to map the virtual nodes to the substrate nodes nearby in the SN, resulting in low end-to-end delays. DM-vSDNE maps virtual nodes to substrate nodes which are as close to the controller as possible, so it is good at minimizing both controller-to-switch delays and end-to-end delays, and can perform similar to CO-vSDNE. Fig. 6 shows the average throughput for all three vSDN embedding algorithms. It can be seen that the average throughput of our CO-vSDNE is close to that of CM-vSDNE and obviously larger than that of DM-vSDNE. The reason is that both CO-vSDNE and CM-vSDNE prefer to select substrate nodes with large available resources in the node mapping stage, which helps balance the stress on the SN and leads to larger throughput. DM-vSDNE performs the worst in terms of throughput since it maps the vSDN in a confined area without any regard to node or link stress.
The emulation results indicate that our proposed vSDN embedding algorithm can improve the performance of vSDNs in a realistic network emulation environment.
Conclusions
VN embedding is a key problem in network virtualization. In this paper, we study the technique to perform vSDN embedding in an SDN virtualization environment. The goal of our study is to minimize the controller-to-switch delay and the mapping cost. Specifically, we first build the network model in an SDN virtualization environment and formulate the vSDN embedding problem into a multi-objective integer linear programming. To solve this formulation, we propose a novel online vSDN embedding algorithm CO-vSDNE, which performs controller placement, virtual node mapping, and link mapping in a CO-vSDNE DM-vSDNE CM-vSDNE coordinated way. Simulation and emulation results showed that the proposed algorithm achieves good performance in terms of the average and maximum controller-to-switch delays, the R/C ratio, the acceptance ratio, the end-to-end delay, and the throughput under different-sized vSDN scales.
In the future, we plan to consider the vSDN reconfiguration in our algorithm to further improve the embedding performance. Besides, we will extend our work by considering more aspects of vSDN embedding problems, e.g., energy consumption, fault tolerance, and security issues.
